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Ultra Tile delivers the full package  
 
Ultra Tile, tile adhesives, grouts and ancillaries brand from the UK manufacturer 
Instarmac Group, prides itself on offering a complete service package, which astounds 
customers and is simply superior to its rivals.  
 
Placing an order with Ultra Tile is ordering with confidence.  The intelligent and sophisticated internal 
ordering system will acknowledge your order with an email confirmation within minutes of purchase 

order receipt.   

 
The brand’s own 29-strong vehicle fleet, complete 

with tail lifts and company drivers, ensure 
uncompromised deliveries throughout the UK.  All 

vehicles are constantly tracked so live updates can be 
provided at any time via text message, including a 30 

minute delivery arrival warning.   

 
This complete service package enables efficient stock 

control, saving you time and delivering peace of mind 
allowing you to service your customers’ needs 

effectively.  

 
The Ultra Tile brand consists of a comprehensive selection of products for a multitude of wall and 

floor tiling installations, including ready mixed and cementitious tile adhesives, coloured grouts, 
silicone sealants, primers and levelling compounds.   

 

Launched only recently, the Specialist Fibre Enhanced Range demonstrates pioneering product 
advancement.  Included in the range is the first in the marketplace S2 classified product containing 

fibres, Ultra Tile ProFlex S2, and Ultra Tile FibreGrip FX, a tile adhesive specifically designed for 
large format tiles.  Completing the range is Ultra Tile Level IT FX, a leveller which can be laid at a 

maximum depth of 75mm - the deepest currently available.  
 

Premium flexible wall and floor grout, Ultra Tile FlexJoint, is suitable for joint widths from 1-20mm.  

The product boasts water repellent and mould resistant properties, providing a hygienic finish for 
durable results.  A super fine texture allows for easy application and complete joint filling, whilst a 

stain resistant formulation means that tiles can be wiped clean with ease.  Ultra Tile FlexJoint is 
available in a choice of 9 stylish tones including the latest additions, Jasmine and Titanium.  

 

100% silicone sealant, Ultra Tile ProSeal IT, is solvent free with high bond and elasticity, and is 
suitable for all kitchen and bathroom applications.  This sealant is available in Ultra Tile’s best-selling 

grout colours allowing for matching finishing.    
 

If you would like more information on opening a direct Ultra Tile account, please call 01827 871871 
or email ultratile@instarmac.co.uk.  Full product information, including datasheets, can be found by 

visiting www.ultratileadhesives.co.uk  
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